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Adenovirus type 5 is able to oncogenically transfo~ celts

growing in culture. These transformed cells show different

degrees of transfo~ation. The interest of my studies was to

establish the presence and characterize the structure of virus

DNA in aden'ovirus 5 transformed cell lines and to look for'a

possible correlation between the integrated' viral sequences and,
th.e phenotype of the cells. For this purpose, cell lines

transformed by wild type (virions or DNA) and by host range •
mutants (virions) were analyzed for their viral

for their transformed phenotype.

~ontent and

.
More than the left 8% was always present in virion

transformed cells. Cells transformed QY host range mutants of

complementation Group I generally contained a larger fraction

of the genome than did their counterparts transformed by wild

type virus. In some host range transformed cells, virtually

the entire viral DNA molecule was found colinearly integrated.

In the case of the cells transformed by wild type DNAJor

virions, it was not possible to' correlate any particular pheno

type with a'specific integration pattern. The same pattern was.
. C?

founa' in the tumorigenic derivatives of a non oncogenic cell

line. (293)\in the parental line . .;tudies wjt.h cells

transformed by Group I host range mut~nts showed that partial
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or co~plete integration of viral D~A into transfo~ed cells

was always associated with the production of some viral proteins

and with the induction of a partially

phenotype.

tra~sf~ed, non oncogenic

An interesting finding was the limited number of inserts. .
in cell lines isolated from uncloned populations within' a small

number of passages after transformation. This suggested the

possibility of a limited number of sites, available for

transformation or altern9tively, that'a few cells rapidly overgrew

the rest. In'an attempt to answer this question and to obtain

more information ,on the integration process" .DNA was extracted

from s·emipermi.ssive rat cells 'at different times shortly after

'infection. Adenovirus 5 wild type .and host range mutants from

Groups I and II were used in 'individual experiments. The extracted

DNA was Slnalyzed for the presence and state of viral DNA. ,~ew

'forms of iDtracellular viral DNA, which might be intermediates

for integration, were found. A fragment having the size of both,
ends of the viral.'DNA joined'together, and which hybridizes with

both ends when these are used separately as probes, was detected

in Southern blots after digestion of rat cell DNA with different

restriction enzymes. This structure was detected earlier after

infection with host r-ange 1 (Group I), than after infection/with

host range 6 (Group II) or with wild type,'and was found also.
in Hela cells and in two rat cell lines after fnfection w~th host

fJ.
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range J or wild type. Studies followed to determine the nature

oJ this new arranged viral DNA provided evidence fat' covalent

head to t~il joining and for the form~tion of circular AdS DNA

molecules.
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